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Dear Mr. John Collins,

The following is an answer to items of noncompliance in regards
to safety inspection performed by Mr. Hooker:

1. 1. Victoreen Model 06-200 containing 90 microcuries of Cesium-
137 was shipped to Tech /Op to be distroyed. .

2 To avoid further violations of this nature, Glove will not
accept Cesium 137 which is not on the license.

3. 7-7-82

2. Whole Body Exposure of 3.05 rems in one quarter.

1. This employee was terminated as the result of the over ex -
posure. Additional Radiation Safety Instructions were given to
all Radiographers.

2. In the future Radiation Safety will be stressed to all em-
ployees. To avoid an exposure.over 1.250 rems per quarter.

3. 6-15-82

3. Keys

1. All vehicle's And camper darkrooms (Storage rooms) are locked
at all times and the keys are locked in a special building for
the keys only. The key to the key building are in possession of
R.V., Tony and the Radiographers. At the time a Radiographer is
hired we give him a key to key building at the time he terminates
we recall the key to the key building. All keys are accounted
for. If a terminated employee does not turn in the key to the
key building the lock will be changed and new keys to the key build-
ing will be issued.

,

2 To avoid violations of this nature in the future all vehicles
and Storage darkrooms will remain locked at all times with keys
available only to G obe's active Radiographers, R.V., and Tony.l

8210070232 820913.

3. 5-28-82 i NMS LIC30
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4. 1. All radiographic exposure devices stored in camper darkroom
trucks have been locked while in storage.
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2. To avoid this in the future, special instructions
to Radiographers have been given. Source is to be locked
and the key removed while in storage.

3. 6-15-82

5.A.l. Shipping papers are being kept in each vehicle.
Radiographers were instructed to complete shipping papers
on type B quantities of radioactive material transported
on public highways.

2. In the future a daily check will be made to assure ]
that all Radiographers are complying with the required
shipping papers.

3. 5-28-82
5.B.l. Outside containers have been labeled "Inside Package

Complys with Prescribed Specifications."

2. In the future all type B packages cf Radioactive
material will be labeled "Inside Package Comply with
Prescribed Specifications."

3. 5-28-82

If there are any problems please call me.

Sincerely,

O W

R. V. Ozmun
RSO
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